
Cave Diver 1+2 COMBINED course 
(CD2, Cave Diver) 

 
Remark: Due to the fact that most caves in Switzerland do not have a real cavern zone, which is worth diving, we 
offer this combined course, terminating with a SCD/CMAS CD2 certification. 
It is our most popular course and offers the most benefits to the cave diver who wants also to be active in 
Switzerland!  
 
Training objectives 
As for CD2 
 
Course program (content) 
 1 day theory classroom (approx 8 hrs) 
 1 day practical exercises in a lake (3-4 dives,overall dive time approx. 3 hrs), with min. 1 dive in overhead 

environment 
 1 day practical exercises in the cavern zone of a cave (2 dives of 20-30’ ea.) 
 The required dives until certification to gain experience (5 dives in zone 1 in min. 2 different caverns since 

CD1) are integrated in the course (practical part in France). 
 France:  6 days practical exercises (10 dives in the cavern and cave zone of at least 4 caves) 
 Switzerland: 4 days parctical exercises (min. 6 dives) in the cavern and cave zone of at least 3 caves) 
 
Prerequisites 
a) course admission 
As for CD1 (!) 
 
b) recommended/compulsory specialty certificates 
As for CD2 
 
c) entry-assessment  
As for CD2 
 
Equipment 
As for CD2 
 

Certification 
 SCD and / or CMAS  double card 
 Certificate, format  A4 
 
Insurance 
Is in the full responsibility of each participant. 
 
Prices 
Plse. refer to the annual course overview on the website of Swiss Cave Diving. 
 
Course schedules  
Schedule on agreement with participants; course will be run with at least 2 participants   
Due to meteorological conditons it happens from time time that the practical part in Switzerland has to be 
postponed!  
For all actual course schedules plse. refer to the annual course overview on the website of Swiss Cave Diving. 
 
Further infos: www.swiss-cave-diving.ch  or via Beat Müller: btmueller@bluewin.ch 

  

 


